
» Beds: 3 | Baths: 2 Full
» MLS #: SR21268171
» Single Family | 1,807 ft² | Lot: 8,914 ft²
» More Info: 3549StonewoodDrive.IsForSale.com
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3549 Stonewood Drive, Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

$ 6,500

00952537.  ©Properties Online, Inc. The above information including square footage is based on data received from the seller and/or from public sources. This information is deemed reliable but has not been independently verified and cannot be
guaranteed. Prospective buyers are advised to verify information to their own satisfaction prior to purchase. Equal Housing Opportunity. Any Tradenames and Trademarks referred to within are the property of their respective trademark holders.

Single Family Residence, Mid Century Modern,Traditional - Sherman Oaks, CA

New Lease! South of the Boulevard CLASSIC MID-CENTURY SINGLE LEVEL POOL AND VIEW home. Located in prestigious SHERMAN OAKS and the
sought-out award winning ROSCOMARE SCHOOL District. This one level masterpiece flows with 3 bedrooms plus 2 baths of impeccable designer
features. Over 1,800 Square Feet of living space. Rumor has it that this Mid-Century home was built by famed Designer, EDWARD FICKETT! Lush
landscape abound feels like a tropical paradise from the gorgeous exterior of both the front and back yard! WOW incredible CITY VIEWS! Enter this
architectural delight and you are welcomed with exquisite, BEAMED CEILINGS and natural lighting from the walls of glass and French-Doors! Custom
shutters add the magical touch of class. The SUNROOM is so very special - and is enclosed with direct access to both the interior and exterior of
the home. Great for entertaining - a playroom or use your imagination! Snuggle up near the cozy FIREPLACE. Dining area is sharp and custom with
beautiful lighting. Stroll to the chef's kitchen and love the built-in custom seating arrangement for full kitchen dining. Hollywood glamor lighting in
the bathrooms! Master has sliding glass doors with its private access to the back yard which is stunning. Pebble lined creative hardscape
surrounds the shimmering SWIMMERING POOL. Fun! Wait till you see all the hidden surprises in this over 8,900 Square Foot Property! Hidden
walkway to a Zen-like fantasy where you will find shade trees and a lovely sitting area to escape or dine. Anything is possible here! Other features
include CENTRAL HEATING AND AIR, COPPER PLUMBING, SECURITY SYSTEM, TWO CAR ATTACHED GARAGE. Super easy access to WESTSIDE AND
VALLEY, popular shopping, dining, world class hotels, entertainment, top-rated schools including award winning ROSCOMARE ELEMENTRY School.


